Faces usually are the most interesting objects in certain categories of video like home videos and news clips. In this paper a novel sensor fusion based face tracking system is presented that tracks faces in compressed video, and aids automatic video indexing. Tracking is done by fusing the measurements from three independent sensors -motion and colour based trackers (derived from [2] ) and a face detector (presented in [I]) using a novel hierarchical framework based on Kalman filter state vector fusion. The tracking results show that the fused results are better than those of any individual sensors or their mean.
INTRODUCTION
In most videos, visual features related to human activities are usually the most important content descriptors. The work presented here, talks about an automatic indexing tool, a face tracker, which is a part of the Digital Image and Video Album (http:l/diva.comp.nus.edu.sg:XOXO) project. There are many face tracking approaches in literature ( [3] , [4] ) focused at applications like object orientated image coding, surveillanceisecurity, expression recognition and man-macbine interaction. Assumptions like constant background or presence of a single face often render them ineffective in other genres of video. Also, there is glaring absence of the use of information available due to the added dimension of time in current video based face detectors [5] . The system presented in this paper avoids these assumptions and takes a sensor fusion approach to tracking faces. It does not rely on any single sensor, as it could be inaccurate. Instead, the premise that multiple sensors (one from face detection and two from tracking) with their respective inaccuracies can produce a good overall result is relied upon. Here advantage is taken both of spatial information coming from face detector and the temporal correlation obtained from object tracker. In addition, this approach uses a feedback loop where the output of the previous tracking result helps the next one.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Current face detectors may not robust enough for tracking face(s) in an unconstrained scene of a real-life video because the temporal correlation of face regions is not taken into consideration. Face trackers similarly might be handicapped because of the possible absence of a robust face modeling (or detection) method (sometimes merely skin colour detection is used). The mutual limitations are overcome in this work using a face detector and a tracker (with two tracking components, here) helping each other.
A Kalman filtering framework is used for the purpose of estimation in non-intracoded frames and for sensor fusion in I frames, to achieve this. Before this framework is explained, a brief introduction to three sensors is in order.
Visual Sensors
There are three visual sensors: neural network based face detector, a motion vector based object tracker and a color based object tracker (MOT and COT hereafter), all operating in the compressed domain. The output of each sensor is a rectangle, which locates the position of the face. In the beginning, the object trackers use the output of the face detector as the starting point.
I . Face detecting sensor
In the algorithm [I] , a statistical skin region filter is initially used to filter out skin colour regions in I frames using chrominance DC information. A compressed domain neural network based face detector scans these regions to classify face and non-face regions using the luminance DCT coefficients.
Motion vector bused object trackingsensor
Tracking is done within the Group of Pictures (GOP) using forward motion vectors of P and B pictures. Since I frames do not have motion vectors, to cross over to the GOP boundary starting with a new I frame, the backward motion vectors of the last B frame are used. Details of the algorithm are available in [2] .
Color based object tracking sensor
This is a colour based matching method. Normalized histograms with sixteen bins for the DC values and the first eight AC values for all the blocks comprising the face region of the starting I frame are matched with similar histograms for the regions in a search area in each following I frame, to find the best matching face region in them (refer to [2] ). This method is also able to take into consideration changes in size ofthe tracked ohiect. 
Tracking Framework
The measurements from the three sensors are not always available in each frame (measurements from MOT are available in each frame, hut the measurements of face detector and COT are available only in I frames). Therefore in the framework shown in figure I , Kalman filter based estimation is applied to smoothen the measurement of MOT in non-intracoded frames, and then state vector fusion approach is used in I frames to fuse three noisy sensor measurements to get optimal results.
Estimation in non-intrucoded frames
Since there is only the MOT measurements existing in nonintracoded frames, we use a K a h n filter to estimate the true positions of human faces. A aiscrete-time dynamical system (like the movements of faces in videos) can be presented using graph model (Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs)) as shown in figure 2 . If the dynamic system is assumed to he linear and subject to Gaussian noise (arrows are governed by equation 1 and 2) the DBNs becomes a Kalman filter.
with measurements ~( k )
at time instant k given by
where, x( k ) is state vector at time k , which consists ofall parameters that are estimated by the filter (e.g. position, velocity); CD is the state transition matrix, H is the measurement matrix; w and v are zero-mean normally distributed random variables with covariance matrices Q and R , respectively. by the Kalman filtering algorithm. 
A hierarchical fusion framework
The proposed hierarchical sensor fusion framework is shown in figure 3 . In the first stage, the measurements from the tracking sensors (MOT,COT) are fused. In the second stage, the measurements from the face detectorsensor are This problem of assigning the newly detected face to the right track cannot he resolved by the face detector itself. The final fused results are fed back to the tracking sensors as the corrective feedback as shown in figure  3 . Since this feedback is only for object trackers, not face detector, we call it partial feedback, and it helps prevent error accumulation. State vecforfusion in the first stage of fusion is described in section 2.2.2.2. The fusion mechanism in the second stage is same as in the first stage.
State vectorfusion infirsistage
In the case of two sensor measurements coming from MOT and COT, the s f a f e vecforfusion can be shown as figure 4. 
P ( k
where, x(k/k) is the hest estimated fused data at time k , Pc and Pm are estimated state vector's covariance matrices for COT md MOT, respectively, at time k , and xc(k/k) and xm(k/k) are the estimated state vectors of Kalman filters for COT and MOT, respectively. The covariance matrix of fused results P(k/k) can he obtained using equation (4). 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Tracking of faces was done in each of the test video clips using two-stage sensor fusion framework in 1 frame and Kalman filter estimation in non-intracoded frames. Figure 5 shows some test results on MPEG 7 test set clips. 111-211 Figure 6 shows the scenario when the face detector helps the object trackers. Note that in the I frames (# and #) of figure 6 , the result of tracking is after the stage two fusion where the measurement from the three sensors have been fused. In the non-intracoded frames (E, #3 of figure 6), the tracking results are obtained only from MOT using Kalman filters for the estimation purpose. Any error accumulated by the MOT results can be corrected by the fused result in the following I frame as shown in last sample frame (#) of figure 6 . For a typical MPEG video (30 framesisecond, 15 frame GOP), the partial feedback mechanism in our framework is able to correct the accumulated error, if any. Figure 7 shows a case when object trackers locate the face when the face detector actually fails to do so (frame #)(i.e. fused results from stage one only when the face detector 
CONCLUSIONS
The results from OUT proposed framework are better than the results of the face detector and tracker independently.
The trackers and face detector assist each other to mutually compensate for their respective shortcomings. There are several things that can he done to improve the performance of the system in the future: the performance of the individual trackers itself can he improved; the face dynamics can be modeled non-linearly; other sensor fusion approaches like Bayesian networks can he used in place of Kalman filters.
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